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Katalin Baráth 

 

Identity constructions of historians between 1947 and 1968 

Text-focused approaches of personal and collective selfnarratives (PhD theses) 

 

My essay basically intends answer two questions: how certain instruments of linguistic 

pragmatics, narrative theories and analytical framings of narratology can be used to assess 

texts of historians – can they be used at all? – and what results they may bring. The other 

direction of inquiry leads us to charting the collective and individual identities of historians. I 

have used the mentioned tools of textual analysis to assess stories by historians recounting the 

past in order to “trace back” the expectations concerning identity and the processes of 

constructing and overwriting their identity. For this, I mainly used narrative texts produced in 

the first decades of the state socialist era, reflected in five case studies. 

 In order to use the tools of textual analysis mentioned, first it needs to be clarified how 

we may interpret those concepts arising from the linguistic turn that have highlighted the 

linguistic formation and formal nature of historians’ narratives in the last decades. My main 

position is that these theories underlining the determined nature of historiography regarding 

its linguistic and figurative aspects – with roots more characteristic of philosophy and 

literature theory than actual historian practice – are correct: the language and texts used by 

historians have parallels with texts and text-editing mechanisms of literature. This is the 

aspect that allows us to use processes originally developed for analyzing literary or everyday 

texts when assessing narratives of historians. At the same time I intend to refute that the text-

editing methods used by historians would allow comparing historians’ texts to a kind of 

fiction, and also the concept that the issue of linguistic formation could answer the “true or 

false” logical problem, the question whether the reality of the past is recreated in historians’ 

texts. Assessing exclusively the characteristics of the text does not allow us to judge the 

genuineness of neither fiction, nor historians’ texts. The validity of historic text (which can be 

considered a possible world) is proven by how credible and convincing the recounted story 

feels, i.e. how well it meets the expectations of the readers partaking in the historical 

discourse. These expectations are structured by various contemporary and traditional horizons 

– which implies that although the historian has all the tools used in fiction at his disposal, he 

still may not write whatever he wishes in any desired way. 

 The second theoretical postulate of my essay is that the approaches used earlier on 

historians’ texts (to be precise: the sometimes conflicting concepts of Hayden White and Paul 

Ricoeur) can only be used in practice with some limitations if we want to analyze historians’ 

narratives. The reason behind this is that their rhetorical concepts have adapted to the 

theoretical-philosophical narrative which they aimed to create based on the nature of 

historians’ texts using the illuminating power of the rhetorical structure – not from the 
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individual texts and the practice of the historian, curious for such, but rather used the 

rhetorical definitions precisely defined by the system-creators of the antique. 

 The comprehensive stories of the chosen era of historiography had to be consulted in 

order to compile the case studies. From these we can deduct that they are mainly institute and 

art stories based on a narrative of political history, and as such, on interruptions (overhauls of 

system), which suggest the historian profession to have always been dependent on politics.  

 I used the first case study to assess the operative methodology of historian program 

speeches in the period following the year of the transition, and established these are rather 

narratives offering models and setting examples than trying to convince or even aimed at 

convincing at all. These program speeches have shaped the identity of contemporary history 

(as a science) by demonstrating a new professional ethic – from this moment in time, a 

distinctly defined form of narrative will warrant for historical credibility, not the content.  

 In the second case study I aimed to reconstruct the scientific recruitment discourse of 

the same era, with a focus on historians’ autobiographies dating from 1951. After an 

introduction of the conditions and practice of the procedures of grants, candidatures and 

accelerated degree processes characteristic of the era concerned, I established that neither the 

applicants, nor the assessors interpreted these rules in a way that could contribute to the 

“creation” of a group of historians with a homogenous identity. The autobiographies illustrate 

various different identities that I classified into four main groups. 

 The third case study examines the professional identity of István Hajnal (deceased in 

1956) clustering around the narrative history, as well as his attempts to join to the collective 

identity (being cast out from the scientific collective) without success. In the fourth case 

study, I made a thematization of the identity crisis of the Hungarian Historical Society, 

searching for a solution in ritual, commemorative activities and the telling of its own history. 

Based on the results of the assessment, we can establish that although several different 

narrative norms can be found in the writings of the collective history (as characteristic of the 

era), the cooperation between these does not necessarily result in a convincing narrative 

which could be regarded successful in overcoming the identity crisis. 

 In the fifth, last narrative I analyze historians’ eulogies, obituaries and commemorative 

texts, deducting that the text- and identity-creating traditions featured in them are usually 

more persistent and have a longer-lasting effect than the eras constructed by the political 

history of the 19th and 20th century, but still, the slow shaping enabled that within these texts 

of cultic mood, historians have turned from priests guarding the holy fire to well-trained 

cadres of the system, only to gradually turn into personalities upholding a relationship with 

history that is rather friendly than penetrated by religious awe – and at times digressing into 

ironic dialogues. 
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